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SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FINAL THESES FOR DOUBLE DEGREES

Request, enrol for and present two 
separate theses (one for each degree).

Request, enrol for and present a single joint thesis
 with an academic load equivalent to the 

combined academic  load of the these for the two degrees.

1

En aquest cas tindràs dos treballs diferents amb els 
seus corresponents títols i directors. 

Supervisor

En aquest cas necessites dos directors/res amb 
competències especí�ques en cada part del treball 
relacionada amb cada titulació.

If you’re enrolled in a double degree at the ESEIAAT and the time has come to do your �nal thesis, you have two options:

1

In this case, you’ll have two di�erent theses, each 
with its own title and supervisor.

In this case, you’ll need to have two supervisors and speci�c 
competencies for each part of the thesis (related to each degree).

2

Each supervisor will have to enter the proposal on the 
Ofertes TFE intranet (for proposed �nal thesis topics).

Titles

You’ll have to de�ne a single title, which both of the professors 
involved must agree to, and which must re�ect competencies for both 
degrees. One of the two supervisors will have to enter your thesis title on
the Ofertes TFE platform, specify the relevant competencies and add 
the other supervisor as a co-supervisor.

3

You’ll have to request both thesis topics via 
the Atenea TFE platform.

Application

You’ll have to request the �nal thesis topic via the e-Secretaria
(prisma-nou.upc.edu/).

4 Enrolment

You’ll have to enrol separately for each thesis.You’ll have to enrol separately for each thesis.

5

You’ll have to do two thesis defences. Each defence will last 
20 minutes. There will be two examination committees (one 
for each thesis), and you’ll receive two o�cial assessment 
results. 

Defence

You’ll have to defend your thesis in a single 30-minute session, 
but you’ll receive two o�cial assessment results.

A joint thesisTwo theses

The two �nal theses required for a double degree cannot be completed while on mobility.! Please note!


